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Warehouse Management Made Easy

SCM/AX
Tasklet Mobile WMS

Providing a powerful, versatile, and intuitive 
barcode scanning solution for warehouse 
management, Tasklet Mobile WMS seamlessly 
integrates with Microsoft Dynamics 365  
SCM/AX.

With a user-friendly interface, Mobile WMS 
helps your team get more done in less time 
by providing real-time data and digital 
guidance in the palm of their hand.

Experience the benefits of Tasklet Mobile  
WMS and watch your error rate drop and  
your customers’ satisfaction levels soar.  
Get started today. It’s easy.



Benefits

Offline Capability
Never lose valuable data. Effortlessly 
streamline warehouse operations, even  
in Wi-Fi dead zones.

Integrates to Standard
Easy integration to standard Microsoft 
Dynamics ERP will simplify your 
warehouse operations hassle-free.

Quick and Easy Installation
Experience smooth implementation  
and enjoy low-risk upgrades.

Easy to Customize
Start with standard features and tailor  
to fit your specific needs for a solution  
that fits like a glove.

User-Friendly
A user-friendly interface and digital 
guidance will empower your staff to  
focus on their tasks instead of struggling 
with complicated technology.

Outstanding Support
Whether you are a user or implementer, 
you can count on our highly skilled 
experts to assist with any issues you  
may encounter.



Receive 
Register and control received 
items. Supports batch-/serial 
numbers and expiry dates. 

Pick 
Picking of single or consolidated 
orders.

Count 
Perform planned counts and  
tag counts.  

 
Unplanned Count 
Perform unplanned counts.  

 
Unplanned Move 
Perform unplanned movements 
of items.  

 
Unplanned Cart Move 
Perform unplanned movements 
of multiple items.
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Inventory Adjustment 
Create journal to increase or 
decrease quantity of inventory. 

 
Register Barcode 
Associate or add a barcode  
to an existing item.

 
Automated Warehouse
Integrate with warehouse 
automation equipment such  
as storage racks and 
transportation robots. 

Production Order 
Report items as finished on  
a production order.

 
Job Registration 
Report items as finished jobs. 

 
Quarantine Order 
Handle quarantine orders.

Features



Wanna See All Features?
Scan to explore:

Attach Image 
Use the camera on your mobile 
device to attach pictures in  
the work process or create item 
images.  

Print Label 
Print labels, show the history of  
label prints, and make reprints  
from the mobile device.  
Cloud Print license required.

License Plate Support
All features support the use of 
License Plates with complete 
overview of their content.

Features

https://taskletfactory.com/solutions/mobile-wms-365-fo-ax/
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Ready to Get Started?

Experience the full potential of Tasklet Mobile 
WMS. Book a demo or contact us to learn more.

Get started today to transform your warehouse 
management tomorrow.

Powerful.
Intuitive.
Versatile.

Tasklet Mobile WMS

https://taskletfactory.com/

